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Professor: Electric Trike May Be Car of the Future
Cross Between Human, Electric
Vehicle Makes Cross CR Celeb
By Courtney Hoffman
Staff Writer

S
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Dr. Bryan Cross in the Warde Hall faculty-staff lot with his new PEBL bike, which is turning heads.

maller than a smart car, the
PEBL is storming campus.
As climate change begins to
gain attention, more people are
beginning to take an interest in
sustainable practices and are
seeking more eco-friendly alternatives to their everyday routines,
including transportation.
For some, this means investing
in electric cars. Others may bike
to work. Now, we’re starting to
see options that bridge the gap
between the two, brought to campus by Dr. Bryan Cross, assistant
professor of philosophy.
Cross said he first heard about
the PEBL—a bike-car hybrid
with three wheels and zero emissions—around two years ago. He

made the decision to invest in one
in August of 2017 and received
his own in September 2018.
“I did some research and
looked at the different kinds of
these sort of vehicles,” Cross
said. “At first, I was interested in
what’s called a velomobile, which
is much smaller and has no sort
of electrical assist or anything—
it’s just like an enclosed bicycle
on the ground.”
The decision to get a PEBL
instead stemmed from the convenience of it. The design allows
the driver to switch between
pedaling and electric drive at
will with a body composed of
lightweight, strong, materials
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Ideas to Cut Police Violence Shared

By Ekaterina Rangelova
News Editor

R
Logan Schroeder/
Times

Author aaron
abeyta gives
background
on one of his
poems from
“Colcha.”

Poet of Many Hats
Visiting Writer, aaron abeyta, Shares His
Poetry Inspired by His Many Roles as Mayor,
Coach, Professor, Husband and Father.
By Brielle Kiewiet

“I was given a very profound
gift, but also taught not to be selfish, so I need to give that back.”
uthor aaron abeyta (who
During the question and
chooses not to capitalize his
answer session, abeyta was asked
name) held two presentations
why most of his readings focus
about his work on Sept. 27. The
around his grandmother and
first event was a question and
mother. He also discussed the
answer session at 3:30 p.m., and
respect that he has for the women
the other was a
in his life.
reading held at 7
“The most powp.m.
“The most powerful erful people in my
abeyta is a
are women,” he
people in my life are life
native of Antonito,
said.
Colorado, where he
He also diswomen,”
currently serves as
cussed some of his
aaron abeyta
the mayor. He is the
feelings towards
author of a novel
being a high school
and four collections
football coach,
of poetry.
which is the subject of many of
During the Q&A session, abeyhis poems.
ta’s personality shined through
“To me the highest compliment
every question he answered. He
is to be called coach,” abeyta said.
also spoke about the necessity of
He stated that he is always more
poetry in human life and his reathan just a coach and that he is
sons for writing it.
constantly teaching his players
“I write to save someone’s life,
about resilience.
sometimes my own,” said abeyta.
abeyta’s question and answer
abeyta also discussed why he
session gave closure to many of
chooses not to capitalize his name
the questions that left students
in his writing.
perplexed.

Staff Writer

A

etired police-chief-turned-priest David Couper
visited Mount Mercy on Oct. 4 to address strategies that can be used to improve the public and
police’s relationship.
Couper has worked as a police officer since 1960,
and has also worked as a director of public safety and a detective in several cities in Minnesota.
He also has a blog, which features 1,200 posts on
improving police relations.
Couper believes there are certain obstacles that
prevent the police from reaching their full potential and connecting with the people. One of these
obstacles is the fact that roughly 1 percent of police
departments require a four-year bachelor’s degree,
This restrains the intellectual ability and emotional
control of the people working there.
Couper said one of the reasons for excessive
police force could be adult-based teaching methods.
Half of police training academies use a military
model and are structured like boot camps, Couper
brought up a popular discussion of whether the
police are guardians or warriors. He believes the
police should have a tactical encounter and think of
the less deadly techniques of using force in order to
contain another’s life.
“You can’t pick one or the other, you have to have
a guardian mindset with a warrior back-up because,
as we can see in school shootings, police are often

called upon to be warriors,” said Couper.
Another important issue he talked about included
how officers go about their job based on their background and police academies. The militarization of
police, including how they dress and present themselves in society, plays a role in the overall problem.
Police uniforms seem to be less approachable by the
public and convey the feeling of threat.
Couper believes that community police departments should have a strong connection with their
community. Police officers need the ability to be
emotionally intelligent and to be fair to the community.
Couper also believes officers should have good
relationship skills and be good communicators to
be capable of following the values of the society. He
shared a story about a chief police in Kansas City,
who attended the funeral of a young man of color
after a police shooting, only to earn the cold shoulder of the whole police department afterwards.
Couper mentioned this story because he thinks
that those kinds of things need to be done not only
because they are courageous, but because these
issues need to be addressed to bring about a change.
People should be able to rely on the police and view
them as guardians of society.
“If you are going to wait for the court to do justice you will wait too long,” said Couper. “Justice
can be done by a police officer on the street corner.”
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Kavanaugh-Ford Controversy Reflects Party Battles

Heads up:

By Courtney Hoffman

Nuns on the Bus
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News Editor

O

ne month ago, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford
was placed in the public eye after accusing President Trump’s Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexual assault. This
week, Kavanaugh was sworn in to a lifetime
position as an associate justice on the nation’s
highest federal court.
Many were upset about the way the FordKavanaugh hearing was handled. Dr. Richard
Barrett and Dr. Eden Wales Freedman commented on the structure, purpose, and social
impacts of the hearings.
Barrett, assistant professor of political science, identifies one main problem with the
hearing: an unclear purpose. Was it a crime
investigation, job interview or purely partisan
battle?
The hearing took on too many issues at
once, said Barrett. Senators voting in favor of
Kavanaugh felt the need to specify their support for victims of sexual assault. Along with
this comes long-running debates over judicial
policies.

There’s also the possibility that Senators
were using the hearing to stand out to voters.
Underlying all of this is the ongoing battle
between Republicans and Democrats, before
you even get to the main issue of whether
Kavanaugh is fit to be a Supreme Court justice.
“All of these issues are important, and
they deserve to be taken in their turn and not
handled all at once,” Barrett said. “All these
battles are being fought at the same time, and
all of them suffer.”
“I think this is what makes the whole
thing kind of messy,” Barrett said. “In theory,
what they’re doing is trying to interview the
judge—in this case the judge and someone
who accused him of doing something—they
should be trying to understand what those
people have to tell them about whether or not
he would be a good person on the Supreme
Court.”
As the Assistant Professor of English and
Title IX Deputy Coordinator, Wales Freedman
expressed concern that the Senate’s argument
over Ford’s alleged assault made it seem like a
partisan battle.
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Becky Keiper, assistant
professor of nursing.

New Nursing Professor
Has Roots at MMU
By Madelyn Orton
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Faculty Development
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Keiper’s mother is also a
as a faculty member, what is
graduate of Mount Mercy.
committed to educating people,”
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said Keiper.
inspiration for seeking a career
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“Sometimes people will kind of take over
someone’s trauma for their own purposes,”
Wales Freedman said. “And you kind of see
that on both sides of the political aisle where
an intimate, terrifying, historical moment, presuming that she is telling the truth, suddenly
becomes a political divide.”
“People on the right who want him to
become a Supreme Court Justice can use her
testimony to claim a conspiracy on the part of
the left, and the left can use her story to keep a
more conservative justice off of the court. And
so people end up using other people’s personal history and trauma for their own political
purposes.”
Though it’s impossible be certain whether
Kavanaugh or Ford told the truth, many are
concerned about the message the controversy
sends to victims of sexual assault.
“I think because that’s a lifelong appointment, that will have huge ramifications for our
country,” Wales Freedman said. “On a social
or cultural level, I think that his getting the
position sends the message to survivors that
their stories don’t matter, and I think that’s an
unfortunate byproduct of this.”

Club: Vote At MMU Oct. 17
By Jada Veasey

pay attention to Texas. That’s
right. Texas.
The southern state is currently
he Law and Politics club
serving as the battleground for
would like to remind all eligione of the most highly anticible members of the Mount Mercy
pated Senate races in the nation,
community to vote in the upcombetween Republican incumbent
ing midterm elections on Nov. 6.
Ted Cruz and Democrat chalThe last day to register to vote
lenger Beto O’Rourke, who
online for the midterm election is
currently serves in the House of
Oct. 27. In Iowa, citizens can regRepresentatives.
ister and vote on election day at
O’Rourke is shaking up poltheir polling place.
itics in the historically red Lone
There will be an early voting
Star State, with his grassroots
site on campus
strategy, libon Oct. 17, from
eral campaign
10 a.m. to 4
promises, and
p.m. Whether
commitment to
you’re regisvisiting rural
tered to vote
The Mid-Term Election
areas and colhere in Cedar
lege campuses
Rapids or are
across the state
planning to vote by going home
of Texas. O’Rourke is concerned
or by absentee ballot, make sure
with a multitude of issues, includyou get the job done. The club
ing gun regulation, healthcare,
urges MMU students to vote.
and immigration.
The club also noted you should
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Founded by Catholic Sisters, the
Nuns on the Bus are a political
action group who oppose
policies they see as harmful to
the average citizen. The group
has spoken to hold members of
Congress accountable for the
2017 Tax Bill and in support
of the Affordable Care Act. As
many of their issues align with
Mount Mercy’s critical concerns,
the nuns will give a presentation
Oct. 16 at 6 p.m. in the Chapel
of Mercy

Hot Mess-Hot Story
Get ready for the next event in
the Fall Faculty Series on Oct.
11: Hot Story, How the Media
Struggles to Cover Climate
Change, presented by Joe
Sheller, associate professor of
communication and advisor to
the Mount Mercy Times. All Fall
Faculty Series events are held in
Flaherty Community Room (204
Basile Hall) at 7 p.m.

Next Edition Nov. 1
Check out the next edition of
the Times for a voting guide
put together by our editors and
election coverage. The next issue
of the Times will come out Nov.
1. Please submit any letter to
the editor or other submission
by Oct. 25.

Paint or Chalk?
On Oct. 12 at 4 p.m. M2AP
Board will be hosting a chalk
couture craft night. Participants
will learn how to create works
of art using paint, chalk, and
chalkboards.

Click it:
Venom Review
Check out the soon-to-beupdated Mount Mercy Times
website to view our movie
reviewer’s opinion on the newest
villain origin story by Sony. Also,
visit the Times website for the
answers to this week’s stress
buster crossword.
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Detail of a banner
worn by royalty at
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In U.S., People Don’t Recognize the Impact of Their Room to Live

iving for two months in the
Opinion
U.S., I have become so used to
things that now I barely find any
difference in the culture. I think that
I am already done with my honeymoon and withdrawal phase of culture adoption and already working
on the adjustment phase.
Now that I have struggled my
Maria
way through the bland food and
Awwal
iced water, I can feel a beautiful
Staff Writer
difference in my thoughts. It’s a
change in the way I think. Probably
none of the Americans ever realized
the beauty hidden in their culture which shapes their
thought patterns so intricately that it eliminates so
many evils from the society.
So, I will talk about a phenomenon embedded
in the American society but completely alien to my
society called “personal space.”
When it comes to personal space, a lot of people
keep it limited to physical distance, but I think it
stretches beyond that and effects the way people
deal with interpersonal relationships. I see people
interacting with one another, laughing and sharing
good moments, but I never saw anyone dictating
what another person does nor did I ever see a person putting their nose in someone else’s problems.
This is the most beautiful thing I have learned from
the American culture.
My society is close-knit, which good until you
start receiving orders and directions about your life
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from strangers. It’s hard for Americans to imagine
such a society but I will give you a small example.
My uncle, living 600 miles away, warned me away
from coming to the U.S. or else he would break ties
with my family. I hope you get a pretty good idea of
how people meddle in your life, and the worst part
is that it’s taken as a birthright to meddle in people’s
lives.
I would say that I have learned the definition
of freedom in the U.S. I have learned that freedom
comes from freedom of thoughts and freedom of
decision making. The beautiful part is that the
Americans don’t even realize that they are practicing
such a balance in their society by respecting each
other’s personal space.
Also, the concept of personal space reduces
evils like back biting and gossiping. When I was in
Pakistan, each day was a battle for me against backbiting, but since I have been here I haven’t felt the
same even once because I have learned to manage
only my own business.
I conclude by reflecting on my last article. I
believe that the public transport is not ideal in Cedar
Rapids, but the people are most generous and helpful. Since I have been here, I have traveled a lot but
not even once have I taken a bus or an Uber because
I always find someone offering me a ride.
So, I believe that the problems I identify in the
American society are a consequence of the macro
policies from the government, but the people try
their best to fill in the loopholes left by the policies
at large.

T

he Mount Mercy Times is a biweekly
student publication serving MMU
students, faculty, and staff and
those close to the Mount Mercy University
community. The Times is published on
alternate Thursdays during the school year
(each issue has a Thursday date, but the
paper is usually distributed Wednesday).
In addition, the Times maintains a
student-run website for the dissemination of
additional news in various forms, including
Times TV video stories.
Membership on the staff of the Times is
open to any MMU student, full- or part-time,
undergraduate or graduate.
Please attend one of our staff meetings,
which are all open to the public, or contact
an editor or our advisor for more information.
Meetings will be announced in the paper, via
social media and with on-campus posters.
Staff Writers are listed by name on the
stories they write, photographers are credited

Good Try at Event,
But Watch The Rules
M

ount Mercy tried something new this fall:
more events for a more active homecoming.
Staff
While we support the idea of a more active camEditorial
pus, we also have to ask: Now that homecoming
The opinion
is over, was it overregulated or just under-particiof Times
pated in?
editors
Some homecoming events were very popular,
like the late-night pep rally breakfast. Others barely had enough involvement to make it work, like the photo scavenger hunt.
We believe that homecoming may have had so many rules
attached to competition that clubs, residence halls and teams may
have been dissuaded from participating. When an organization tries
to make sure that all aspects of a competition are fair, it can quickly
become too controlled, losing some of the fun.
Our opinion of homecoming is a bit of an extension of rules
placed on clubs on The Hill. In order to become a club, a group has
to have at least five members, they have to write a constitution for
the club, host one club Friday event, and volunteer a set number of
hours.
These requirements can sometimes be too restricting for new
clubs. It felt little like homecoming 2018 followed too much in our
MMU tradition of making extensive paperwork and rules.
Still, it was a first try. We hope that this becomes a more vibrant
tradition in the future—maybe with fewer strings attached.

on photos.

office in the lower level of the Busse Library.

ontent in the Times represents
student writers, and is not official
communication from Mount Mercy
University. Editorials express the opinions
of the Editorial Board and may not be the
opinion shared by the university nor by all
individual Times staff members. Bylined
commentaries and cartoons reflect the
opinions of the writer or artist.

The Times sells advertising space.
Advertisers are responsible for their own
content, but the Times reserves the right to
refuse an ad at it’s sole discretion.

Letters to the editor are encouraged.
Letters should be concise, 300 words or less,
and preferably emailed. The author’s name,
phone and address must be included. The
name is published with the letter. Longer
commentary, in the form of guest columns,
is also encouraged. Besides the name, a
photograph of the author is published with
guest columns.

Letters are due Friday at noon for
consideration of publication the following
Thursday.

C

The Times reserves the right to edit
or omit submissions. Letters and other
submissions may be sent to the Times via
email, campus mail or brought to the Times

The Mount Mercy Times will not print
material found to be in poor taste or that it
deems detrimental to a person’s personal
character. However, provocative comments on
matters of public interest are encouraged.

Mailing address:
Mount Mercy Times
Busse Library, Lower Level
1330 Elmhurst Drive NE
Cedar Rapids IA 52402
Web: times.mtmercy.edu
Email: times@mtmercy.edu
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Being Male Should Not Mean Being Toxic
With Murders in Iowa, New Supreme Court Judge Credibly Accused of Harassment, Time to Redfine American Manhood

“B

oys will be boys,”
Opinion
“you’re going to let
her talk to you like that,”
“he was just having a
little fun,” “grow a pair,”
“man up,” “locker room
talk.” These are phrases
that men hear basically
their entire life. They are
Logan
a symptom of toxic masSchroeder
culinity, a concept that
Opinon Editor
needs to be addressed and
ended.
Toxic masculinity
doesn’t mean being a man or being masculine is bad. It is about behavior that
includes violence, not taking no for an
answer, focusing on sexual conquests, not
caring about harming others, and thinking
that just because you’re a man you should

Celia Barquin
get your way and
was a very sucusing these actions to In this state in the last three
cessful golfer and
show you are manly
months, we have had two young
had her life ended
or a “man.” This is
because some man
something that perwomen murdered by men.
wanted something
meates society and
she wasn’t going to
we have seen and are
give him – her body.
seeing it play out in
All she was doing was practicing and now
Iowa and on the national stage.
her life is over.
In this state in the last three months, we
These two deaths have more in common
have had two young women murdered by
than not, and show how this toxic mascumen.
linity has gripped our society.
The murder of Mollie Tibbetts in July
On the national stage, the confirmawas because a man couldn’t take no for
tion of Supreme Court nominee Brett
an answer, the fact that he was an undocKavanaugh who has had extremely crediumented immigrant is incidental to the
ble accusations leveled against him by Dr.
murder. This man was pursing her, she
Blasey Ford. She has upended her life and
indicated that she was not interested, and
safety to have her story heard. On top of
he reacted as if that “no” didn’t exist and
this, Kavanaugh has been accused of sexual
Tibbetts lost her life.

Heard on The Hill
What people are saying
on topics of interest.

misconduct from multiple people and there
are accounts of him prone to anger and
blackout drunk.
That this man is even a potential
Supreme Court justice is ridiculous and
now he is a member of that court.
I think a straightforward way to combat
toxic masculinity is to start teaching young
boys that it’s OK to feel their feelings, it’s
OK to not be violent or tough, teaching
them that the girls and other boys don’t
owe them anything, and we need to start
having conversations about consent and
what that means as soon as it can be understood by a kid.
I don’t want to keep living in a world
where women have to live in fear.

With October near its mid-point and an autumn chill in the air between
storms, it is starting to look and feel like fall on The Hill. So the Mount
Mercy Times asked:

What is your favorite fall activity?

By Caroline Groesbeck

Jacob Waltersdorf,
sophomore, international
studies major and Spanish
minor
“Indulging in pumpkin spice
everything.”

Balene Mitchell,
freshman, forensics major
“In a relationship, I’d probably
say movie time, Netflix and
chill, having fun. Outside
a relationship, probably
basketball.”

Alexis Novak,
freshman, elementary
education major
“I would have to say cooking or
baking anything with pumpkin,
and also just any fall crafts.”

Jaime Araiza,
junior, business management
and actuarial science major
with math minor
“I guess the fact that ‘Hocus
Pocus’ is going to be on TV. I
love ‘Hocus Pocus.’”

Mikaylah Veglahn,
freshman, business
management and human
resource management major
“I would say going to the
farmer’s market or carving
pumpkins.”

News in Focus
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Mustang Spirit Showing at Homecoming

Homecoming Royalty

Six Honored Include Womens Coach
By Mahlon Steepleton
Sports Editor

O

n Sept. 28, six Mustang athletes were inducted into the Mount Mercy University Athletic
Hall of Fame at a ceremony at the Plaster Athletic
Complex. Three women and three men were
inducted. Two womens basketball players, one
woman for track and field, one man for mens golf,
mens soccer and mens basketball.
The first person inducted was 2013 graduate,
mens soccer player Enrique Cortina. Cortina was
a four-time all-Midwest Collegiate Conference
selection. He ranks in the top five in school history in four categories: second in matches played
(80); fifth in points (82), goals (30), and assists (22).
Mens golfer Derek McConnell, a 2012 graduate, was next. He earned First-Team All-Midwest
Collegiate Conference honors in each of his two
seasons with the Mustangs. McConnell has the
best career scoring average in school history
(74.68), and posted the third-best single-season
average (73.6).
The third inducted was class of 2012 women’s basketball player Micha Mims. Mims was a
two-time NAIA All-American and First-Team AllMidwest Collegiate Conference performer. Mims
joined the 1,000-point club and currently ranks
24th in school history with 1,005 points. This fall,
she will begin her third season as head women’s
basketball coach at Mount Mercy.
Mims’ teammate and friend Emily Greiner
Misener, class of 2012, was the fourth athlete
inducted. In 2012, Greiner Misener was a third-

team NAIA All-American and a First-Team AllMidwest Collegiate Conference selection for the
second year in a row.
Misener is the sixth-leading scorer in school
history with 1,616 points and holds or shares
school records for career 3-point goals (260), single-season points (647), 3-pointers in a season
(100), single-season free throws made (193), and
3-pointers made in a game (8). She also ranks second all-time in free throw percentage (82.3%).
The fifth person inducted was womens track
and field athlete Larissa Wilden Resner, class of
2013. She was a six-time NAIA All-American for
the Mustangs. In 2012, she was an All-American in
the high jump at the indoor and outdoor national
meets. In her senior year, Resner earned backto-back All-American honors in the indoor and
outdoor high jump. She was also an All-American
in the indoor pentathlon. Resner still holds six
indoor and five outdoor track and field records.
The sixth inductee was mens basketball player
Chad Underwood. Underwood was part of the
class of 2013. He was a two-time NAIA Division
II All-American and three-time All-Midwest
Collegiate Conference performer. Underwood was
named to the All-MCC first team in 2011, 2012 and
2013.
He is the second-leading scorer in school history (1,780 pts.), and also ranks second in field goals
made (699), free throw percentage (85 percent),
and blocked shots (129). Underwood is also fifth
in career rebounds (666), and sixth in field goal
percentage (56.1).

Pep Rally, Late-Night Breakfast Kicks Off Events
By Maria Awwal
Staff Writer
Rob Brown/ Times

MMU
homecoming
royalty (top)
included king
Aaron Golding
(business
manager of the
MMU Times)
and Lyndsey
Dahm.

H

omecoming week officially kicked off on
Sept. 25 with a pep rally welcoming students
to have late-night breakfast feast at 9:30 p.m.
The breakfast menu was popular. The pep rally
started with a warm welcome from the pep band
and cheer leaders. The band was in full zest and
cheers from the leaders built up the atmosphere in
the University Center.
After the band’s performance was the
announcement of the homecoming court. The
court consisted of five queen candidates and five
king candidates. The court selection process was
quite competitive, comprising of three steps and

started with a written application followed by an
interview by the panel. Only five candidates each
for queen and king made it to the final court.
All of the candidates were invited on stage
where they were honored with a homecoming
court sash. The campaign for the king and queen
began right after the announcements were made.
The candidates distributed badges, posters, and
flyers among the students to get maximum votes.
The homecoming candidates included Maria
Awwal (writer of this article), Megan Croghan,
Lyndsey Dahm, and Gabrielle Recker for
queen. Thomas Snow, Marlon Flores-Paniagua,
Paul Elliott, Aaron Golding, and Connor
Christophersen competed for king.

Rob Brown/ Times; Owen Oreskovich/ Times

Alumni weekend and homecoming were
held recently at Mount Mercy, so the Times
decided to feature additonal sports action
images for News in Focus this week.
On Sept. 29 (top and left) womens and mens
soccer teams hosted Grandview at the Plaster
Athletic Complex. Grandview won against
both teams.
The womens vollyeball team recent faced
Grandview and Central Methodist..
More sports stories, images are on pages 10
and 11.
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Concert Brings

Big Crowds
Ekaterina Rangelova/ Times

Mary Crandal (right) talks
about her role with the Fresh
Start Ministries.

Roommates: Do They Actually Hate You?
H

orange Halloween Oreos. Those
ello ladies and gentlemen,
The Truth of Youthe
are my personal favorite.
welcome to the Truth of
Follow these steps that I have
Youthe, an advice column for
provided and you and your roomMount Mercy students. This
mate will be best buds in no time!
edition’s submission comes to
Trueblood – I don’t know the
us from an anonymous contact
whole story here, but if you ask
who wants to know: “How do
me, this sounds like a classic battle
I keep from disrespecting my
of dominance. Your roommate is
roommate while still working
testing you. She leaves her things
out our issues? I can’t get her to
around the room to mark her terclean up after herself and she
ritory and the smell of her cooking
makes nasty-smelling food in
directly correlates to her perceived
the room all the time!”
Chuck Uthe and Matt Trueblood
level of superiority over you.
Chuck -- Well, the first thing Sages and Staff Writers
If you want to return your
you should do is establish the
room to any semblance of order,
“uncomfortable” rule. Which
the time to act is now. First of all, you will want to
involves addressing the situation within 24 to 48
offset her perceived dominance. If she leaves a dirty
hours of said disagreement or event. If she can’t
t-shirt on the floor, you take it! Slippers, sweaters,
seem to clean up after herself and can’t seem to
homework—doesn’t matter, it’s gone. Gather her
cook, perhaps you might want to invest in both
things in your closet or a trash bag. She will start to
the “Cleaning Up After Yourself… for Dummies!”
notice after the first few items go missing, believe
and “Learning How to Cook for Yourself… for
me.
Dummies!” Surely these books will allow your
Second is the smelly food. Now I am very familroommate to go through the process of learning
iar with this aspect of roommate life after my time
how to get better at certain skills.
studying in the wilds of Regina. The best thing for
If there’s one thing that you should remember
you to do here is a power move. Be bold, obvious.
when confronting your roommate, is that they’re
You need to match and exceed the smell of her food.
not your pet. Yes, they need to be fed and use the
Is she leaving out her mac and cheese? Oops, you
restroom quite often, but they also have a life as
well. Remember to have friendly conversations with spill your clam chowder!
After enough Thai curry takeout wafts over the
them, besides just asking how the weather is today.
room, your roommate will feel the balance shift.
Not everyone goes outside, after all.
When the position of dominant roomie is uncerJust stick to the motto “you scratch my back
tain, you reopen diplomacy with her. Nine out of
and I’ll scratch yours!” Everyone enjoys a good ol’
10 times, she will be more cooperative. If not, well,
belly scratch every once and a while. Another thing
that’s advice for a different question.
you should do is never break eye contact with your
If you have an issue, quandary, or problem about
roommate during a conflict, not even when you
anything at all, we can help. Send your questions
really need to blink otherwise they’ll think you’re
to us at truthofyouthe@gmail.com, times@mtmercy.
not paying attention. You want to make sure that
edu or @ChuckUthe on Twitter. You have questions,
they are just as invested into this friendship as you
we have advice, let us help you! And, as always,
are because stealing someone’s Oreos is a crime
don’t fear your professors—they’re people too!
that should not be taken lightly… ESPECIALLY the

Ekaterina Rangelova/ Times

Emily Northup (above) navigates her way through a piece played
at the Fresh Start Ministry Benefit Concert on Oct. 7. The concert
was a chance for the Ministry to explain their cause and offer the
opportunity to work with them or make a free will donation.
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convenience isn’t necessarily the
give up some things. The more
different—it’s a middle category
most important factor to consider.
we can move to this mentality of
between those other two.”
“Yeah, you have this convetrying to not rely on fossil fuels to
He cites several pros of ownnience, but there’s this hidden
get to work, the better. And this
ing a vehicle like this, explaining
cost in terms of the environmental
might contribute to that.”
the financial, health, mainteeffect in the long run that you’re
Cross also realized that eBikes
nance-related, and obvious envinot seeing directly,” he said.
like this might not be the perfect
ronmental benefits.
“The question is, are we willsolution for everybody. Some may
Because the PEBL is legally
ing to give up some things in
not be drawn to this particular
considered a bicycle, he doesn’t
order to move in this direction?”
kind of eco-friendly vehicle as
need to pay car insurance on it.
they’re less convenient than cars.
The combined cost of property
and liability insurance costs much He also notes that sometimes
less. Because the battery is electrically-charged, he has no need
to pay for gas, and the PEBL’s
Stress-Buster Mid-Semester Puzzle
design requires much less maintenance than a car would.
The PEBL allows the driver to
1
pedal as much or as little as they
2
want, and Cross thinks the ability to choose to exercise (or not
3
exercise) during his commute is a
major benefit.
“Right now, at least, I’m not
4
5
6
7
doing extra exercise,” he said.
“I’m just using my 20-30-minute
commute each way on a daily
basis as my daily exercise. And
8
9
I’ve lost a little bit of weight too,
so it’s healthier than just driving
a car where I have to then go
do exercise in the gym on top of
that.”
10
Cross also says the overall
11
reaction has been extremely positive, if not a little odd. Not only
12
are people waving and smiling
during his commute like they
never had before, but he’s also
starting to feel a bit like a local
celebrity.
“People while I’m driving
down on First Avenue will pull
alongside me, pull out their
iPhone, and start video recordDown:
Across:
ing while I’m driving it, and it’s
1. This cocoa candy can help
3. What college students drink
a little bit nerve-wracking,” he
you eat away the pain
Friday night
noted, laughing.
“They’ll just start
Down:
Across:
2. These animals say “bork”
after
their tests (if they are 21)
recording like I was some kind
5. People
theseaway
through
4. The
musclesstudents
to
1. This cacao candy can
help dilute
you eat
3. kneading
What of
college
drink
oil-diffusers to relax
relieve tension
of celebrity or something. So that
the pain
after
their
tests
6. This flavor is supposed to
9. An Iowa
City pet
store
feels kind of awkward.
improve
memory
notorious
for
letting
you
hold
“I understand
that it’s animals
new and say "bork"
2. These
4. the kneading
of muscles to re
7. A Hindu practice of doing
fluffy animals
it’s kind of cute and neat, but it
5. People dilute thesespecific
through
oil-diﬀusers
to
9.
An
Iowa
City
pet
bodily postures for
10. What students are stressedstore notori
does feel weird to be the center of
health
and
relaxation
about thisyou
timehold
in theﬂuﬀy
semester
relaxyou know?”
animals
attention on the road,
8. A short cartoon to cheer you
12. ________ services, where
Though the
to is supposed
6. PEBL
Thisseems
ﬂavor
to improve memory
What students
are stressed a
up in newspapers
you10.
can confidentially
discuss
have made him popular with
11.
A
caffeine-filled
beverage
to
worries
7. a Hindu practice of doing speciﬁc bodily
time in the semester
the locals so far, Cross wonders
drink while studying
postures
for
health
and
relaxation
12.
________
services, where you
if vehicles like this will grow in
popularity in
future.
8.the A
short cartoon to cheer
youwritten
up inby Savannah Oler. Puzzle design
conﬁdentially
(Puzzle
copyright discuss worries
“I hope so,” he said. “It’ll
Education.com.
Answers
on
Times
web
site,
times.mtmercy.edu.)
newspapers
depend on how willing we are to

Stress-Buster Crossword

Daily Commute Becomes Healthy Exercise
With Option to Engage Electric Motor
on Hybrid Vehicle that Draws Attention
t

Professor: Electric Trike
from page 1

that are non-toxic and easy on the
environment. It’s designed for
year-round use with a non-corrosive frame, optional heater, and
the ability to remove the flooring
under the pedals to let a breeze
come through.
The PEBL also has many features that you’d typically find in
a car, including reverse, cruise
control, regenerative braking, full
lighting, a USB charger, cargo
space and more. The electric drive
offers relief from pedaling that
normal bikes don’t have, but the
electric battery and solar-powered
charger on the roof ensures that
the vehicle is free of harmful car-

Courtney Hoffman/
Times

The PEBL
bike (right)
draws curious
looks. Dr.
Bryan Cross,
assistant
professor of
philosophy,
(top) says
the bike is a
replacement
for a car..

bon dioxide output.
“This is intended to replace my
car,” Cross said. “With your car,
if you get sick, you can still drive,
you know? If you’re pedaling
entirely and you’re not feeling
well then you can’t really move,
so it’s nice to have that pedal
assist with the electric.”
As expected, Cross found this
to be an odd experience at first,
which took a while to get used to.
“It’s more like a car, but it
doesn’t have as smooth a suspension as a car,” he said. “But it is
enclosed, and it does have a heater inside so in the winter I can
stay warm, but it isn’t as nimble
as a bicycle—you can’t just jump
over potholes, right? You have
to drive more like a car. So it’s

11. A caﬀeine-ﬁlled beverage to drink while
studying
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Mount Mercy’s recent matches have included
against Grandview and Central Methodist.

Mustangs Fall to Powerful Vikings
By Devin Laird
Staff Writer

O

n Sept. 25, Mount Mercy’s
womens volleyball team
lost a well-played game against
Grand View University.
Grand View came in with a
record of 13-0 and their conference record is 5-0. The Mustangs
came in at 13-7 and with a conference record of 3-5. The game
was a battle from the start, but
the Grand View Vikings were
just too much for the Mustangs.
In the first set, the Vikings

got an early 3-0 lead on the mustangs. While the Mustangs kept
fighting back to get the lead or
tie it back up, the Vikings kept
the pressure on. This led to the
Mustangs losing the first set with
a score of 25-15.
In the second set, the Vikings
made many mistakes. The mustangs used these to push for a
lead of their own. They did so by
tying up the score at 9-9 in the
middle of the set. The Vikings
responded with back to back
kills, winning that set too.

In the third set, the Vikings
took off on the mustangs. The
mustangs made the effort to
come back from the mistakes
they made, but were unsuccessful. The Vikings won 25-16 with
a clean 3-0 sweep.
Alyssa Weldon finished with
9 kills, Maddie Bell ended with
3 blocks, and Lauren Stopko led
with 20 digs. For Grand View,
Kelsey Richmond finished with
16 kills and Jordyn Rittman finished both categories with 18
digs and 2 aces.

MMU Beats Mid-American Nazarene
By Owen Oreskovich
Staff Writer

E

verything seemed to be clicking for Mount Mercy’s womens volleyball team Oct. 5 against
MidAmerican Nazarene.
They were working well
together from the start and
exhibited strong team chemistry.
However, MidAmerican Nazarene
started mounting a comeback.
They kept it close throughout the
rest of the first set and even took
the lead 24-22 at one point, but
Mount Mercy didn’t let this shake
them. The Mustangs fought back

and scored 4 unanswered points
to take the first set win, 26-24.
In the second set, Mount
Mercy and MidAmerican were
trading off, with the scores going
back and forth. Mount Mercy
showed their willingness to fight,
and won the second set 25-23.
To begin the third set, Mount
Mercy jumped out to a quick 6-2
lead and didn’t seem to look back
from there. The Mustang’s won
the third set 25-17. The Mustangs
finished the night off with 39 kills,
34 assists, and 73 digs.
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Mustangs Celebrate
Conference Win
By Brielle Kiewiet
Staff Writer

T

he Mount Mercy Mustangs
men’s soccer team took a 2-1
win in a hard-fought conference
match against the Culver-Stockton
Wildcats at the Plaster Athletic
Complex on Oct. 2.
After a scoreless first half,
the Wildcats set the score 1-0 58
minutes into the game. Seven
minutes later, the Mustangs tied
up the game 1-1 with a goal by
James Conversano. Sava Dragic
sent a long ball up the field and
Conversano beat the keeper to

score with a well-placed, near
post shot.
An aggressive match led the
Wildcats to foul inside the penalty area at 78 minutes, giving
the Mustangs a shot at scoring
a penalty kick. A great shot by
Souleymane Diallo made it past
the Wildcats keeper. The penalty kick gave the Mustangs the
2-1 lead, and they played with
a strong defense to hold off the
Wildcats for the remainder of the
game.
The Mustangs improved to a
conference score of 2-2-1 and 6-2-3
overall.

Rob Brown/ Times

Mustang soccer player (above) looks for an opportunity to get back into the game held on Oct. 2

Alumna Comes Back to the Hill to
Coach Womens Basketball
By Lakin Goodman
Staff Writer

I

Rob Brown/ Times

Women’s soccer player (left) puts pressure on a Benedictine
College player at the game held on Sept. 29.

ntroducing, Micha Mims, the
current head women’s basketball coach at Mount Mercy
University. Mims attended Mount
Mercy for three years and graduated with a bachelor’s in business
management and business marketing.
Mims was hired in March of
2016. Since then, her style of play
and strategies have been making
their mark.
“I was very pleased with our
preseason this year,” Mims said.
She noted that the girls are in
better shape than they were at this
time last season, however, they
still have room for improvement.
During preseason, there is a lot of
bonding and getting to know each

other. Mims has also gotten the
chance to get to know her players
and what will make them successful this year.
Mims has plans to create practices that will insure growth and
will have the team prepared for
every match up throughout the
season.
“I plan to instill confidence
with each players’ role on and off
the floor, and their expectations
within the program,” said Mims.
Mims’ favorite part about
coaching is creating relationships
with her players, who mean very
much to her.
“I love seeing them grow
and do so through an amazing
game that is capable of giving so
much,” Mims said.
The hardest part about being a
coach for Mims is managing such

a large group of women and “all
of the ups and downs that come
with it.” All teams must find
ways to overcome obstacles in the
season and make sure they are
staying on the right path for success. Mims puts an emphasis on
success in the classroom, not just
in the gym.
Coming off of a losing season,
her expectations are to win more
games and qualify for the conference tournament. She says players
will need to be more aggressive
on both ends of the court, work
hard for each other, and bounce
back from the ups and downs.
“My motivation is my team,”
Mims said. “The players in this
program have such an amazing
opportunity at their fingertips
that will create memories for a
lifetime.”

Campus Life
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Mount Mercy Senior Ashley Sally, English major, known as “Ash
Cash” due to her talent on the basketball court, grew up in inner
city Milwaukee and had to adjust to new college environments.

Wisconsin Isn’t Just Farms,
Senior from City Notes
By Rob Brown

Sally.
She grew up in the inner city
of Milwaukee, Wis., with her
ome of you may know her as
mother and father, as well as two
Ash Cash, others may know
siblings. Sally is the middle child
her by just Ashley Sally.
of the three.
Sally is a basketball player who
“Whenever I tell people I’m
got her nickname, Ash Cash, from from Wisconsin, they always
her ability to shoot 3 pointers. Ash think Wisconsin is just farming,
is short for Ashley and Cash is the it’s really not like that. I grew up
trendy name used when someone
in a large city,” said Sally.
can throw down on
Milwaukee is
the court.
known for one of
Sally is a senior
the highest incarnapshot
transfer stuceration rates in the
dent from Allen
Meet the people
nation for African
Community College
on The Hill
males by the age
in Iola, Kan. Moving
of 33.
Ashley Sally
from Milwaukee, a
“Where I’m from,
large city of over a
a lot of different
half a million peotypes of people I
ple, to the small city of Iola Kan.,
grew up with, didn’t really get
an approximate population of
the chance or opportunity to be
5,000 people, took a toll on Sally.
successful because of their envi“As an African American
ronment and what that holds for
woman, I represented the 10 perthem. I’m breaking many statistics
cent of Iola’s minority population, being here and I’m proud of it,”
this made for a hard time adjustsaid Sally.
ing to the new environment,” said
She is currently attending

Staff Writer
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Intermediate Ivy by Savannah Oler

MMU as an English major and is
the small forward on the women’s
basketball team. A small forward
is known for being typically
smaller than a power forward, but
is often more agile and a better
shot.
When she finishes her undergraduate degree in English this
May, Sally wants to attend grad
school, but is unsure what she
wants to pursue.
“I was so involved with bas-

ketball my entire life that I never
stopped to realize you have to
pick something else other than
basketball,” said Sally.
Sally is also the president of
the Black Student Union, also
known as BSU club. She became
president of the club because she
felt she had a calling to lead the
organization, for it represents her
as a minority. The club is involved
in events around campus and
makes up one of the most minori-

ty ran club on campus.
Sally works three jobs, two of
which are on campus. She works
as an RA and a desk clerk in
Lundy Fitness, and she also works
at Target. Her hobbies include
watching Netflix and working out
when she has free time.
“I’ve seen every good show on
Netflix and I’d bet anyone money
on that,” said Sally.

